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Precise Beam Control System for Solar Power Satellite

Solar Power Satellite (SPS) has been proposed to provide continuous renewable energy from
solar power. SPS will receive power from sun and transmit to rectenna on ground in form of
microwaves. Challenges for SPS are efficient microwave power transmission, construction and
control of large structure in space, large scale power generation, space transportation, etc. My
study is focused to solve issues regarding efficient microwave power transmission. Many
designs of SPS have been studied, and one of them is Tethered SPS. Its size is 2.375 km x 2.5 km,
and rectenna of 3.5 km diameter will provide 1 GW power. Tethered SPS will use power
generation and transmission modules with size of 0.5 m x 0.5 m, and 23,750,000 modules will be
required. SPS will be installed in geostationary equatorial orbit (GEO) to transmit power
continuously. For Tethered SPS, required accuracy of beam forming is .0005 o . Flexible
structures will be used for large array antenna system and space environment conditions will
deform the antenna system. It is required to compensate effect of deformation for achieving the
required accuracy.
Hardware retrodirective method and software retrodirective method have been studied
previously to fulfill the requirements of power transmission, but bot h have some limitations.
Hardware retrodirective method uses phase conjugate signals generated by a hardware
microwave circuit, so it is not flexible regarding frequency. Refinements for amplitude tapering
are difficult to apply, and filtering of unwanted signals is also not possible. Software
retrodirective method consists of a direction finding system and a beam forming system . It needs
high uplink power of pilot signal for direction finding in order to achieve required high beam
control accuracy. The software retrodirective system also requires phase synchronization among
huge number of power emitting devices installed on 23,750,000 modules. REV method that can
correct phase error caused by an antenna deformation or temperature changes takes long
processing time. Objectives of my study are improvement of software retrodire ctive method
regarding direction finding and proposal of digital retrodirective method.
To solve issue of high uplink power for so ftware retrodirective method, i proposed to
increase SNR of pilot signal with high gain pilot signal receiving antennas an d to use long
baseline. Dipole array antennas were used to receive pilot signal and they were installed on
power transmitting antennas. Phase comparison monopulse method was used to measure phase
difference for 2x2 and 4x4 dipole array antennas. Error of a ngle of arrival was determined by
using the measured values of phase difference. 1m, 2.5m and 5m baselines were used to compare
effect of different baselines on the accuracy of direction finding. Results indicated that for 60 dB
SNR with using 4x4 array and 5m baseline, required accuracy of .0005 o was achieved.

Estimation was performed to determine uplink power for SPS and It was resulted that 6 kW
uplink power is required with 54.4 dB gain of pilot signal transmitting parabolic antenna.
Number of pilot signal receiving antennas was also decreased with using long baseline.
However, with larger receiving antenna by using an antenna array and with the longer
baseline, deformation of the antenna is more susceptible. I evaluated effect of antenna
deformation experimentally . Antenna deformation experiments were performed with dipole array
antennas to estimate effect of antenna deformation on direction finding. Cases of partial antenna
array deformation and whole antenna array deformation were considered. Phase error was
minimum for one element deformation and was maximum for whole array deformation.
I proposed digital retrodirective method that generates phase conjugate signals by the
software methods, as alternative to hardware and software retrodirective m ethods. Digital signal
processing was used to detect phase of pilot signal and to generate conjugate phase for power
signal by a new algorithm. Each set of pilot signal and power signal antenna worked
independently to perform precise beam forming.

A refer ence signal was used to provide

standard frequency, phase and timing among retrodirective array antennas. For antenna
deformation compensation, change of pilot signal phase was determined and power signal was
generated accordingly.
Experimental evaluation for the digital retrodirective system and the algorithm was
performed with using one dimensional retrodirective array. Patch subarray was used as power
signal transmitting antenna and dipole antenna was used as pilot signal receiving antenna.
Frequencies of power signal and pilot signal were 5.8 GHz and 2.45 GHz respectively. No
deformation, forward deformation and backward deformation cases were considered for the
evaluation. Results showed that digital retrodirective method performed well for all the cases.
Regarding compensation for deformation cases, beam pointing error was .21 o rms. Comparison
was carried out between REV method and digital retrodirective method for compensation of
antenna deformation. Antenna Radiation patterns for both methods were in good agreement, but
long processing time was required for REV method.
Regarding application for SPS, estimation was performed fo r digital retrodirective method
with two dimensional retrodirective array. 8x8 subarray was used and appropriate results for
beam forming were obtained. Configuration to provide reference signal for large scale antenna
system of SPS was also presented. GPS antennas were used to supply reference signal for a
group of retrodirective array antennas and synchronization was not required among the groups of
antennas.
Hence, the digital retrodirective method used digital processing circuit, which solved issues
of hardware retrodirective method as flexibility regarding frequency, amplitude tapering
modifications, etc. Issues of synchronization among antenna modules and processing time of
antenna deformation compensation for software retrodirective method were als o solved by
digital retrodirective method. Number of pilot signal receiving antennas is increased with digital
retrodirective method and it can increase cost. So, there is a trade -off between efficiency of
beam forming and cost.

Conclusively, studies were performed to resolve issues of previously studied methods to do
efficient microwave power transmission for SPS. Direction finding experiments were performed
with high gain antennas and long baseline to decrease uplink power of pilot signal. Required
uplink power for SPS was decreased with using the proposed methodology. Evaluation was also
done for effect of antenna deformation on direction finding. Digital retrodirective method was
proposed as alternative to the conventional methods and experiments wer e conducted to verify
the algorithm. Results indicated that proposed method was able to solve issues of conventional
methods to do precise beam forming for SPS.

